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Developing tomorrow’s leaders… 
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Development Weekend: An Introduction 
 
The premise behind the HNB Development Weekend is to allow Minor Hockey Associations to focus solely, within 
a short period of time on providing development opportunities to all of their members. As voted on and passed by 
the HNB Board of Directors, no minor hockey games may be scheduled during the Development Weekend with 
the exception of “AAA” leagues. This will give the opportunity for all those involved to conduct several activities 
aimed at improving the member, be they player, coach, official, administrator, trainer or parent. 
 
Hockey New Brunswick’s Development weekend is heading into its second year of existence, following an 
extremely successful Development weekend in 2006, thanks to the cooperation and leadership shown by various 
Associations across the province. While Hockey New Brunswick offers guidance and support, many associations 
have stepped forward and have taken the lead by becoming very creative and offering many different programs 
over the Development Weekends. 
 
The Development Weekend typically takes place around the first or second weekend in November each year, as 
per the HNB calendar of commitments. 
 
What Can Be Done During a Development Weekend? 
 
Well, we will start by saying what cannot be done. During the Development Weekend, no teams can participate in 
organized hockey games in New Brunswick. Saying that, there are not many other limitations as to what can be 
done during the weekend. 
 
Hockey New Brunswick offers a variety of programs that associations may inquire about hosting during the 
Development Weekend. These Program’s include: 
 

▪ Esso Fun Days 
▪ Initiation Program Jamborees 
▪ Female First Skills Camp 
▪ Hockey Canada Skills Camps 
 

Minor Hockey Associations have developed their own great ideas that have led to many great Development 
weekend events in the relatively short history of the program. Associations have held various clinics including: 
 

▪ National Skills Standards and Testing program   
▪ Defenseman clinics  
▪ Goaltending clinics                                                       
▪ Shooting clinics               
▪ Puckhandling clinics 
▪ Power Skating clinics                                                                           
▪ Checking Clinics                                                                          
▪ Fun and Games Sessions 
▪ Skills Contests                                                                               
▪ Officiating Sessions                                                                     

 
 
Ideas for Off-Ice Sessions:                                                                                   

▪ Parent Sessions 
▪ Officiating Workshops 
▪ Player Workshops 
▪ Team Manager Workshops 
▪ Speak Out Workshops 
▪ Keynote speakers 

 
  
These sessions will be outlined in more detail later in this package 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Hosting Development Weekend 
 
When each association sits down to finalize what it is they hope to accomplish on the Development Weekend, it 
will be important that they don’t overlook any need. This weekend, while focusing us all on developing our 
members, will also enable associations to do just about any other activity they deem to be important to them.  
 
As one can easily see, the ideas for activities that can be conducted within the Development Weekend framework 
are endless. Associations, depending on their respective abilities and available resources, may choose to 
ambitiously conduct many of these activities while others may decide to tackle just a few. In either case, the fact 
remains that your association and its members will have enjoyed a weekend that focused solely on improving 
upon what ever it is they are doing. 
 
 
Staff 
 
As each association now understands what can be done and agrees that it should be done, they ask themselves 
how to do it. This is the main reason why the level of detail that each association places on this weekend is up to 
them when it comes to added activities. It is expected that even those associations who start off slowly by holding 
but a few added events will, over time, increase these numbers. While each association would assign contacts for 
each of the HNB clinics or programs that they will host on the Development weekend, they should also consider 
using their in-house expertise to coordinate the added activities. Each should also consider using those with the 
necessary qualifications to do the job so that each experience is maximized. 
 
By setting up small groups to look after each event, associations begin to skate down the road to success. When 
dealing with officiating programs; include the referee-in-chief and use some of the senior officials to take the lead. 
For coaching seminars, you may have experts in your associations who can present workshops or lead ice 
sessions. If not, ask your Associations Technical Director to help you find someone. There are some very good 
hockey people in every region of this province. 
Include some of your executive members in this effort. Get everyone involved, have some fun, reward yourselves, 
finish off the weekend with a little get together or party, put some smiles on the faces of your members, and take 
some time to step out of the normal stressful atmosphere that is hockey administration to enjoy yourself. It may 
only truly happen once a season, so make it worthwhile. 
By involving everyone in some way, you begin to raise the awareness of all of your members and, in turn, they will 
begin to make suggestions and do new things that will make the sport of hockey better for everyone. Who knows, 
our members may even decide they like all this that we call hockey and may stick around for a while…a long 
while. 
 
  
  

            
           A young player receives some tips from a Coach! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



  
Development Weekend Schedule 
  
Here is an example of a schedule from a past Development Weekend 
 
  

SATURDAY  

  

Time Team/Group Program Arena Leader 

7am I.P. (Timbits) Skating Clinic   

8am Atom  Skills Camp   

9am Atom Skills Camp   

10am Peewee Skills Camp   

11am Peewee Skills Camp   

12:30pm Peewee/Bantam Female Female Skills Camp   

1:30pm Midget Female Female Skills Camp   

2:30pm Bantam Defenseman Clinic   

3:30pm Bantam  Shooting Clinic   

4:30pm Peewee/Bantam  Goalie Clinic   

5:45pm  Bar-B-Q   

7:00pm Midget  Skills Camp   

 

SUNDAY 

  

Time Team/Group Program Arena Leader 

7am Novice Jamboree   

8am Novice Jamboree   

9am Novice Jamboree   

10am Peewee Defenseman Clinic   

11am Peewee Shooting Clinic   

12pm Atom/Peewee Goalie Clinic   

1pm Officials Officiating Clinic   

2pm I.P. (Timbits) Jamboree   

3pm I.P. (Timbits) Jamboree   

4pm I.P. (Timbits) Jamboree   

 
 
 
Development Weekend On-Ice Ideas 
  
ESSO Fun Days (EFD) Jamboree 

 
The EFD Jamboree is a five-hour program that is intended to provide orientation into the sport 
of hockey to girls who may be interested in playing hockey. The program is not intended for 
existing players but for girls who may be thinking of playing. That said, we have allowed the 
relatively new girls to attend as the program includes a two-hour on-ice session to introduce 
them to the sport as well as an off-ice session on what the game is all about and what it has to 
offer. 
 
 
  

 
Initiation Program Jamboree 
  
The IP Jamboree is four-hour program that introduces the new players and parents to the Initiation Program. 
These Jamborees combines on and off-ice activities that allow the player and parent to understand how the 
Importance of skill development, the role of the parent, and other related hockey topics. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Female Skills First Clinic 
 

Female ‘Skills First’ clinics are also a 4 hour program that offers skill development to 
girls as well as an education session on important topics such as programs available, 
opportunities, getting involved in girls’ hockey and other issues that girls and their 
parents need to know. 
 
 
 
 

NATIONAL SKILLS STANDARDS 
AND TESTING PROGRAM 
 

Hockey Canada created this program for minor hockey aged players with the goal 
of measuring and providing individual feedback throughout an entire season. The 
program ensures that skill development should be fun, challenging and accessible 
to all players.  Based on the National Skills Standards & Testing program, the 
National Skills Challenge is a condensed, event focused version developed to be 
hosted across Canada during development, domestic and international events. 
 
 

 
Defenseman Sessions 
 
Using the same philosophy as the goaltending session, by utilizing a few of the more senior coaches in the 
association, sessions could be conducted that targeted the skills necessary for defensemen. Using drills that 
teach both the defensive and offensive skills and tactics associated with the defence position, associations could 
enhance the overall knowledge and awareness of players and coaches on developing position specific skills. 
 
 
Goaltending Sessions                                                             

 
Most coaches will admit readily that one area where they need help is in teaching 
the position of goalie. Many of our young goalies suffer developmentally for this very 
reason. While some teams are lucky enough to find an individual who is experienced 
in working with goalies, the reality is that the vast majority do not have this ability. 
Goalie experts are simply not plentiful.  
Under the Development Weekend concept, associations could bring in a senior 
goalie to work with goalies while the available coaches could watch and take notes 

on drills and instruction methods. Perhaps this senior goalie could even provide a package of drills available to 
each team. The association Technical Director could also help out with obtaining this drill information as there are 
several good sources available 
 
Shooting Clinics 

 
There never seems to be enough time to focus solely on shooting. Coaches have always 
structured practices to allow for shooting as part of the drill but these opportunities also 
incorporate several other skills which seem to receive the most attention when making 
corrections. Many players have developed good shooting skills by working on their own and 
off-ice. By bringing in coaches and players to demonstrate the proper shooting techniques 
and allow players to experiment with these as well, associations can improve this skill area 
 The EFD Jamboree is a five-hour program that is intended to provide  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Puck Handling Clinics 
 

Statistics have shown that hockey players handle the puck an average of 25-30 seconds per 
game. That is the time that the puck is actually on the players stick. By conducting a puck 
handling session, associations can provide the opportunity for 30-35 players at a time to work 
on puck handling skills under differing situations. These types of sessions, where all players 
have a puck on their stick for the entire time, have proven over and over again to dramatically 
improve the player’s skills in this area. In most cases, players would handle the puck on 
average 35 minutes while in motion or in the static position during the session. The skills 
acquired during this puck handling time is equivalent to that achieved playing 70 games 

 
Checking Clinics 
 
Checking clinics are one area that most associations have become familiar with conducting. When conducting this 
clinic, associations should not only consider the teaching of body checking but also the first three phases of 
checking including angling/positioning, stick checks, and body contact. As Body Checking currently begins at the 
Peewee competitive level, associations should ensure that those players who enter Peewee from Atom are being 
properly taught these three steps as a solid foundation to the fourth phase, body checking. 
At the Peewee level and higher, associations should be running body checking clinics to ensure that coaches 
continue to teach the skills properly and the players have the opportunity to refine each  
 
Power Skating Sessions 

 
While many associations may not have a skating expert within their ranks, most do have 
local figure skating groups that share the arena ice with them. Whether an association uses 
its senior coaches who have the ability to teach skating or bring in a figure skating instructor, 
this type of session offers players to truly understand the necessary basics of skating. By 
teaching the importance of balance, proper use of the edges, and many other aspects of 
skating, associations can increase the overall skating skills of their players. 
 

 
Skills Contests 
 
One area that always gets the players and parents excited is a skills contest. The fun part of this is that 
associations can target any level of hockey and develop skill drills that can vary from the normal to the hilarious. 
This is one activity that increases the awareness of skill development and can be a fun time for all. All 
associations need is to develop a plan of skills drills keeping them relatively simple so that the players can 
succeed. Then with some on-ice supervision, stop watches, scorers, and a whistle, you are well on your way. 
Prizes are always key and by involving local businesses, this should be easily accomplished. 
 
 
Fun Jamborees 
 
One program that associations may consider is to hold a fun jamboree. This event does not necessarily focus on 
skill development but is, instead, a celebration of the sport. By holding fun activities such as on-ice chug wagon 
races, Olympics races, and other fun activities, associations can make this a fun day for all involved and take 
some of the stress of the season away, at least for a day. 
 
Officiating Sessions 
 

Officiating is an area that has been neglected by many associations due mainly to 
a lack of ice time. Yet we all expect our young officials to keep pace with our 
teams and players who practice many times in a season.  
Development Weekends, because there are no games scheduled, are an 
excellent opportunity to place emphasis on developing our officials. While most 
officials would have already attended their annual clinic where items such as rule 
changes, interpretation and other important information is provided, associations 
should focus their attention on providing on-ice sessions to officials to assist them 

in improving their skating skills and positioning. In most cases, the association’s referee-in-chief combined with a 
senior association coach or figure skating instructor can teach both skating and positioning techniques 
 
 
 
 



                                                                                                  
Development Weekend Off-Ice Ideas 
 
Parent Sessions 
  
Because we all understand that attendance by parents for development activities such as practices or skill 
development clinics is not as high as it is for games, the Development Weekend concept offers each association 
the ability to organize sessions that target parents. Parents are the most demanding and least informed group 
within our memberships and should be included in any weekend plans. 
 
The topics that can be included in any parent session are endless and include such things as the role of the 
parent in hockey; the importance of volunteerism; nutrition for athletes; the structure and process within the 
association; rules; dispute resolution; rink behaviour; and other important and relevant issues that concern 
parents 
 
Player Workshops 

Off-ice sessions for players are something that most coaches are not able to 
provide throughout the season because the schedules and other time 
commitments are too busy. During the Development Weekend, associations 
can easily bring in topical experts to discuss things such as the importance of 
stretching and nutrition, the importance of physical well-being and the 
incorporation of strength training into a player’s regime. 
 
It may be advantageous to bring in a person to talk about respect or have a 
referee-in-chief to explain the role of the official. Holding sessions such as 
these only serve to improve the way our young players approach adversity. 
 

Officiating Workshops 
 
In addition to conducting on-ice development for officials, holding off-ice workshops to cover topics such as 
interacting with coaches, parent behaviour, support processes within the association, how to deal with problems, 
and opportunities for young officials, would all be very beneficial. Another component to any officiating program, 
whether on-ice or off, is to bring in older players who may be preparing to leave the game but might be interested 
in becoming officials. By providing them with an overview of what the expectations and opportunities are, 
associations may entice some new young officials to join up and allow players who are leaving the association as 
a player to stay in the game as an official 
 
Team Manager Workshops 
 
How many teams have just appointed a team manager who, for the most part, has no idea of what is expected of 
them. They do not understand their role nor the inner mechanisms of the association. Associations can bring in an 
executive member and an experienced team manager to run a session on these very points. This would assist all 
team managers in becoming more efficient in performing their jobs as well as to begin to network with others in 
the same capacity. 
 
                                                                                             
Speak Out Workshops 

 
For those associations who have volunteers who have yet to attend a Speak Out (prevention 
of harassment and abuse) workshop, doing so on the Development Weekend would be great 
time to accomplish this. Associations should be reminded that according to our Constitution by-
laws and regulations, under certification pg.49, all bench personnel in minor and junior hockey 
require Hockey Canada’s Speak Out certification. 
 
 
 
  

 
 

 

 

 

 



 

Hosting Checklist 

The following is a critical path to help those in hosting an event.  

CHECKLIST 

Task to be Completed Completion Date 

1 Book all venues, facilities and ice time required.   

2 Communicate the program/clinic locations as well as start/completion 

times. 

 

3 Promote the program or clinic within your association.   

4 Conduct registration for all association participants.   

5 Identify a Lead on-ice instructors for all programs  

7 Identify on-ice assistants to help the Lead on-ice instructor.  

8 Ensure that the facility provides tables for registration  

9 Ensure that off-ice facilities provide Overhead or LCD projector  

laptop) 

 

 

10 Two electrical extension cords for off ice clinic use.  

11 Ensure access to all other facilities such as gyms and arenas.  

12 Distribute of any materials or information as required.  

 
Coordination 
  
Most associations will ask themselves whom will they appoint to coordinate any clinics or programs that they host. 
In most cases, the President and other executive members may be heavily tasked and find themselves unable to 
contribute to these efforts. 
 
This is where the appointment of a Technical Director within your minor hockey association is critical. The 
individual who occupies this position does not have to be a ‘hockey expert’. In most cases, having someone who 
is organized and can coordinate activities is exactly what you need. This person will not only help your association 
with the Development Weekend but can act as a conduit of information on the many other opportunities that arise 
in development annually. 
 

 
For More Information on Development Weekend Festivals Contact 

 
Hockey New Brunswick 

(506)453-0864 
 

And visit us at 
www.hnb.ca 

 
 

http://www.hnb.ca/
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